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► State of the United Arab Emirates (UAE) was formed in December 
1971, when Abu Dhabi emirates, Dubai, Sharjah, Ajman, Umm Al 
Quwain, Al-Fujairah created a federation. A year later they were 
joined the Principality of Ras Al Khaimah, then sovereign state United 
Arab Emirates (UAE) area of   about square. km was composed of 
seven emirates. 

► The largest by area and value are important for Abu Dhabi and Dubai, 
which complement each other . If Abu Dhabi is the seat of the federal 
government and the main center of the oil industry, Dubai - is a 
leading commercial center with developed trade and business ties 
with the Middle East and other countries.



                   On the map.



► Motto: "God, The Nation, President." 
► The form of government - monarchy federation. 
► President - Khalifa Al Nahyan. 
► Area - 83,600 km².
►  Population (rank 2009) - 4,798,491 people. (113th).
►  The population density - 65 people / km².



      Official flag and coat of arms.



                       Recreation.
► Holidays in the UAE - is a great opportunity for you to get 

unforgettable impressions and emotions that will stay with you for 
life. UAE - a country famous for the security of its citizens and 
excellent facilities for tourists and foreign visitors. The warm climate 
of the United Arab Emirates, exotic traditions and customs seemed 
to transport you into a fairyland, where you can relax body and soul.



          National characteristics.
► Women Clothing should be spacious, men greet a slight bow, 

without offering his hand. Married women can not be taken under 
the arm. 

► The Arabs can not enter the house in shoes. If the owner goes 
ahead of you and enters in the shoe, then this ban is removed. 
Arabs long remember insults. Vengeance is built in form of art. 
Revenge may be followed by a few decades. Food and drinks have 
to give and take the right hand. If the plug is not available, it is 
necessary to rinse with water right hand and take the meals pinch. 
Strongly recommended to offer local residents alcoholic beverages 
as gifts or souvenirs. You can not take place before praying. 

► In Ramadan, never eat, drink, smoke or chew gum on the streets 
and in public places before sunset. Ramadan - the Muslim month of 
fasting, and disrespect for tradition can lead to fines and even 
imprisonment.



► In a Muslim country, it is necessary to establish mutual understanding 
with a partner. The meeting starts with a handshake, but in this case it 
is necessary to look into the eyes of the partner. During the greeting 
can not be held in the other hand a cigarette or holding his hand in his 
pocket. The conversation begins with questions about the state of 
health, the health of family members. Citizens of this country do not 
hurry, do not like to take risks. Entrepreneurs are perfectly fluent in 
English, the same language is compiled business documents.



  Attractions in United Arab Emirates


